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if you look at the e100g and e100vs packs, you will notice that the color balance is about 1.0.
but if you look at the e100g preset, you can see it really has a color balance of about 3. in

other words, the pack is adding more green and blue than the e100g film is naturally. this is
why when you compare the portrait photos, you will notice the e100g pack has a brighter skin

tone than the e100g preset. this is the same reason why you will see that the colors of the
landscape photos are much more "vibrant" when using the e100g film than the e100g preset.

so the best way to think of it, is that the e100g and e100vs packs are a compromise in terms of
skin tone. it's not really a "good" compromise, but it is a compromise. the e100g film is slightly
more saturated, and has less contrast than the e100g pack. and the e100vs pack is a bit more
desaturated, and has more contrast than the e100vs pack. if you want to "fix" this, you could

use the vsco presets, as they will allow you to manipulate the color in a much more "fine-
grained" way. this is especially true with the red and blue color balance. you could also get a

color editing app that can do this, like fotoflexer. but you would probably still have to adjust the
color manually after you had applied the vsco preset. hi adrien, i was looking at the vsco

presets and ektachrome 64 and i noticed that the saturation of the presets is about the same.
are you saying that the saturation of the e100vs and e100g presets is different? and if that's

the case, how much different is it? thanks! hi nate, thanks for the reply. it seems that the color
of the vsco presets is almost the same as ektachrome 64 as well as the packs with e100vs and

e100g. it's great that you are making adjustments to these vsco presets for all the portrait
images!
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great film for getting a unique feel in terms of color and mood. the film gives skin tones a pale,
almost dreamy look and colors are muted. this lends itself well to portraits and other types of
medium range photography. the color shift in the middle of the scene is quite dramatic. it can

give a very cool, even-toned look, and can also be used to emphasize a strong point in a
subject’s face. it is a good film to use in controlled lighting situations. i think of this preset as a
highly saturated version of something like the september vsco film preset, but with a different
look and a slightly warmer tonality. this preset works really well for portraits and for scenics. it

provides a more neutral image than the previous september preset. the greens are quite
muted. the effect is a bit like a retro technicolor film. for my purposes, i like this preset the

most. it has a more subtle hue shift, but it still gives a good look. the contrast is quite low, so if
you are shooting a scene that is already low range, it may make your images feel flat and dull.
but for outdoor portraits and other high range portrait situations, this film really shines. it also
produces really pleasing, pastel-like greens and blues that compliment skin tones nicely. can
we call this a vintage or retro film preset? this is one of my favorite film presets. it adds some
of the warm and golden tones of the september vsco film preset, while also giving the image a

nice bit of color saturation. 5ec8ef588b
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